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Financial Services Ecosystem
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Executive
Summary
The financial services industry has gone through a massive change in the last
couple of years. 2007 has been considered a game-changing year for the
industry, economics, and politics worldwide. While many of us remember that
year for Lehmann Brothers and Great Financial Crisis, the year also led to a
strong foundation for next-generation engagement and business models. This
was also the year when Apple launched its first iPhone.
Just like the chronology of the world is divided into “Before Christ” and “AD”,
the digital world and ecosystem can be looked at in 2 separate time zones
“Pre iPhone” and “Post iPhone.”
While the world has evolved with digital being a new way of working, financial
institutions still have a long journey to traverse and are constantly met with
challenges in the form of digital banks, fintech and high-tech organizations. In
our publications, we shall address these challenges, new offerings and trends
among financial services.
This report shares our findings on some of the key trends in the financial
services industry and their impact on large organizations and the fintech
ecosystem.

Buy Now Pay Later
BNPL is hassle-free compared to credit cards & hence is quickly
becoming a popular payment method.

Cards as a Service
Cards are used in multiple financial industries enabling higher
customer experience. The use of virtual digital cards has increased
multi-fold especially with young generation.

Cloud Banking
Based upon strategic ‘Banking as a service’ principles, cloud banking
products & services are being preferred by the leading banks and
financial institutions.

Open Banking
The open banking evolution has been dramatic from being enterprize
centric closed banking to consumer centric open banking.

For any questions or comments, please reach out to Anmol Jain - FSI partner, APAC – anmol_jain10@infosysconsulting.com
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TOP 10 TRENDS
IN FINTECH
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Top 10
trends in
Banking
Global banking has
been transforming
quickly responding to
consumer demands and
fintech competition.
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Dominant M&A activities in buy now
play later sector across regions.

Open banking, Open finance continue
to transform financial services beside
PISP and AISP.

Consumer and business lending
continue to grow exceedingly.

Crypto trading resulting in windfall
gain to multiple established fintechs
as the adoption of crypto is growing.

Neobanks and challenger banks are
advancing grabbing vast customer
base.

Big techs expanding financial
services with acquisition and
extending adjacent financial services
beyond payment.

Embedded finance and embedded
fintechs are witnessing hyper growth.

Regulations regarding crypto, private
stable coins and central bank digital
currency is evolving.

ESG investment portfolio attracting
young and millennials.

Fintechs remain key sector for
venture capitalist observing strong
investment rounds in 2021.

CONSUMER
LENDING: BNPL
IN APAC
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Buy Now Pay Later (BNPL)
Is BNPL disrupting $8 trillion payment credit card business?
o
o
o
o

Globally, the number of credit cards has declined since 2016-17, with consumer pivoting towards BNPL services and debit cards.
In APAC, Australia is leading the charge in driving this bold innovation on the global stage, and over 12 million Australians are well aware of BNPL.
In Singapore, about 38% of its citizens or 1.1 million people, have used a BNPL service.
BNPL segment is expected to increase by 100% in the next 3 years.

Global e-commerce payment methods

BNPL, being one of the fastest-growing online payment method, is expected to grow by 100% over the next few years, whereas credit card payment
method is expected to slow down over the coming years.
Source: Paymentscardsandmobile.com
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•

Types of BNPL

Integrated shopping apps: Typical pay in 3 or 4 point of
sale financing. Established integrated shopping apps are also
engaging customers from pre-purchases to post purchases
with an aspiration to be super app.

•

Card-linked intallalment offerings: network-offered
solutions such as Visa , MasterCard linked instalments; cobranded or narrowly targeting merchant partnerships such as
affirm have with Amazon.

Types of BNPL financing (also known as
Point of Sale financing) depends on
lending ticket size (typically start with
<$1000). The customer acquisition cost in
each of these model also differs based on
partnerships and targeted consumer
segments.

•

Off-card financing solutions: Typically offer mid size
purchases between $250 to $3000 and require payment in
monthly instalments ( 8-9 months).

•

Vertical

•

Vertical-focussed large ticket - On and off card
solutions: Targeting a sub category for point of sale

rent-to-own

models:

Primary
subprime customers and have high interest rates.

targeting

financing such as healthcare, home improvements where
average financing size is typically $2000 to $10000.

•

SME sales financing: Typically financing invoices both
upfront or retrospectively, revenue based BNPL financing is
new area to watch.

Source: Mckinsey & company
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Average Merchant and
Consumer Fees

BNPL players other revenues
includes
• Interest income on simple interest loans
from consumers especially for vertical
focused – on/off card instalment model.

Merchants typically pay base fee + transaction fees due to improved cash flow from
BNPL. Most of the BNPL players provide leads to merchants for increased sales.
Customer pay late payment fee for the missed instalment payments.

2 to 6%

4% to
10%

• Gain(loss) on sales of loans – selling
loans to Investment Banks to securitize
the loans.

3 to 6%

Merchant fees
(per transaction)

3 to 4%

4.2%

• Late payment fee - CBA’s late payment
fee is capped at $120 a year, per
customer, whereas Afterpay's cap of $68,
or 25 per cent of the transaction value,
relates to a single purchase.

2.9%
1.4%
$0.30 base fee

$0.30 base fee

$0.30 base fee

$0.30 base fee

Players

No late fee

Consumer
fees

$7
(Late fee)

$6
(Late fee)
$10
(Late fee)

$10
(Late fee)

Source - Deep-dive into Europe’s fast growing BNPL market - Bart Visser and company websites
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$10
(Late fee)

• Interchange income from cards issued to
customers – interchange fee cut
depending on the partnership.

$8
(Late fee)

• Regulation on late payment fee –
Regulators are considering to prohibit
BNPL companies from charging late
payment fees.
• Installment payments/Late fee – If user
fails to make a scheduled installment,
BNPL players will freeze customer’s
account until the amount is paid.

PAYMENTS:
CARDS AS A
SERVICE
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Card As A Service
Application of cards has expanded to new economy sectors. Platforms providing card as a service has witnessing increased adoption by
partnering banks and end consumers. Global virtual card transactions reached 1.9T$ in 2021 and by 2026 this is estimated to reach $6.8T
globally.
• Gig Economy
Embedded fintech
Card platforms has partnered with gig platforms
and increased their presence in global gig
economy. Card issuing platforms facilitate digital
banking experience with its virtual card issuing
and payment processing capabilities.
• In-store Point of sale
Rise of virtual cards has also pushed banks to
search for new markets, in ANZ many in-Store
PoS solutions are now powered by “virtual cards”.
• Payments
Peer-To-Peer payment and shopping wallets are
poised to bring a new dawn of banking for youth.
Payment giants like Google Pay are launching
products; with this - users can spend their Google
Pay balance through a virtual card tokenized into
a mobile wallet and used at accepting merchants;
Google Pay users can make purchases directly
from their Google Pay balance.
12 © Infosys Consulting 2021

Digital banks are building and deploy new payment
and finance solutions through modern Virtual Card
processing platforms. Card platforms allowing
embedded platform to apply decisioning tools in realtime.
Investment & trading
Young investors often prefers fuss-free trading
platforms, rise online investment has pushed virtual
card platforms to partner with trading platform.
Bitcoin trading & spending
Crypto investments are top of the interest list of any
young investor today. Crypto exchange apps and
exchanges are now allowing users to buy and sell
digital currency using virtual cards. These cards are
issued and authorized by card as a Service (CaaS)
platforms.

Image Source:
https://www.paymentscardsandmobile.com/370growth-in-use-of-virtual-card-transactionglobally/

Card as a Service : Gig economy and Embedded FinTech
A deep dive on adoption of cards in gig economy and embedded fintech
Gig Economy

Embedded FinTech

The freelancer/client market emerged post-2008 financial crisis.
However, the covid-19 pandemic is pushing the Gig economy to
double in less than four years, from 250 B$ in 2019 to 455 B$ by
2023.Gig Economy has also pushed APAC workers to pick work-life
balance by embracing freelancing or choosing
short-term contracts. ASEAN region has
emerged as a hotspot in the Gig
economy. Digital marketing,
Logistics, and ITES services are
favorites amongst APAC workers. Card platforms are the biggest
‘market maker’ that connects consumers with card providers by
providing virtual card provision and authorization. There is also a need
for authorities and governments to partner with card platforms for
workers’ interest. Specially to fill skill gaps, provide platforms for
innovation and increase avenues for workers to cross-train. CaaS
Platforms is responsible for understanding and explaining the
importance of the gig economy and employment benefits to
administration. More dialogue amongst authorities, platforms, and
workers will bring more detail and maturity; this dialogue can also
help pave the way for guidelines and possibly regulations for this
economy and card service platforms.

Embedded Fintech is also understood as the next phase of the fintech
revolution. Platforms are looking forward to embedding value into
service delivery that is already made affordable by fintech.
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Kay players in technology like Microsoft, Google are partnering with
APAC front runners to unlock $32 billion US embedded fintech
opportunities in investment and wealth care sectors. In addition, the
rise of CaaS Platform and 'Super Apps' like Grab and expansion of their
asset management universe illustrates the protentional of serviceembedded fintech in APAC.
APAC is home to a rapidly growing young market. Digital access and
affordable data/connectivity more and more consumers are opting for
a fully digital experience coupled with service satisfaction of card
platforms. In addition to cards - wealth, trading, insurance services are
also offered using the same mobile apps from which consumers
purchase items or services.
As new ways of working continue to evolve in embedded fintech
space, authorities are forging new regulations with partners'
experience and open banking standards popular across the globe.

Card as a Service : Point of Sales and Payments
A deep dive on adoption of cards in point of sale and payments

In-store Point of sale

Payments

Card As A Service platforms promote new ways of engagements like
Virtual POS Stations, CaaS giants like Stripe are creating proprietary
virtual POS devices that support various products. Virtual Cards on the
other hand, offers digital payments enabled by a virtual card, usually
issued by a CaaS Provider. In APAC – card giant
MasterCard has pushed virtual cards in
business-to-business payments for inventory
management, procurement, and expense
management. In addition, multiple wholesale
and B2B businesses are adopting virtual cards as Go-To mode for InStore Point of Sale mode.

The gig economy, high consumer fees and strict eligibility criteria are
shifting new consumers away from credit cards and looking for new
products like BNPL and Virtual Cards. Virtual cards are becoming
increasingly popular as there is no difference in experience and usage
of these cards as compared to traditional cards. Tech
companies are becoming the next banks, Google
has
teamed up with platform providers to serve consumers
better. Google Pay and Marqeta platform provide virtual payment
cards that can be stored and used within the Google Pay interface and
benefit from using the complete Google Ecosystem. Google virtual
cards can be used for payments across google owned virtual stores
like Google Play Store and YouTube.

Platform giants like Marqetaqa create ecosystems with retailers to
enable end-to-end touch-less experience using digital CaaS platforms
and In-store PoS operation using virtual cards. Moreover, with
multiple APAC cities focusing on Smart City Initiatives, there is ample
growth potential of using Virtual cards as a POS option.

More and more tech companies are using virtual cards to reduce
environmental impact. Apple is also looking to open payment services
for developers and stores, this will boost payment platforms to create
customized products for retail and institutional developers.
Like other aspects of Gig economy, regulations need to catch up in
payment areas to provide guidelines. In addition, as the virtual
payment industry gets matured, factors like credit quality, re-payment
frequency etc., should get standardized.
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Card As A Service : Banking and Crypto trading
A deep dive into adoption of cards in investment/trading, crypto trading

Investment & trading

Bitcoin trading & spending

Young investors are choosing easy investment areas in digital space
ranging from Robo Advisory to precious NFTs. Provider of online
financial services are now partnering with Virtual card platforms to
promote app-based card programs. These programs gives users
control over a range of financial activities in a single digital space.

With more than 5,000 Cryptocurrencies available for exchange, surely
today’s young investors prefers to trade in cryptocurrencies. Multiple
crypto exchange and crypto provider are looking at virtual card
platform to assist in both technology and operational fulfillment of
virtual card issuance, authorization and processing.

SwissQuote is building all-in-one app that delivers
trading services using card platform powered by
Marqeta.

Card platforms are bridging the gap between physical
debit / credit card and virtual cards. Virtual Cards can
minimize the duration between trade settlement of
crypto exchange and deposit of currencies in respective
bank account. This increases utilization of cash-on-hand
from retail consumers and offers better margin window
in case of institution or trading courses that uses virtual
cards.

Most banks across US are providing features to let users transect
using virtual cards. Almost all banks in APAC region provides virtual
cards that also assist in investment and banking operations.
Multiple Forex, CFD and Margin Trading platforms uses trade
automation technologies, these investment areas also popular
amongst investors as offers fuss-free investment options. Large
consumers base of these platforms uses Virtual cards usually provided
by the investment platform or card provider platform.
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Payment giants like PayPal are supporting buying and selling of
selected tokens and are looking to use tokens for specific checkouts as
well. Visa has long entered crypto business and is leading with
Crypto.comand Bitcoin Reward Card – first card to offer Bitcoin
rewards. Card platform like Marqeta are powering multiple Crypto
card like Coinbase (US), Shakepay (CAN) and Fold a Bitcoin Reward
Card.

Virtual Card Spotlight : Marqeta
Cards are used in multiple industries enabling higher customer experience,
virtual cards use has increased multi-fold with young consumers
Company Overview
CEO & Founder :
Headquarters:
Founded:

❑

Digital banking : Increase customer engagement and lifetime value.

❑

Incentives and rewards : Modernize incentives and rewards
campaigns to increase loyalty and improve the customer experience.

❑

Online travel : Accelerate travel supplier payments, optimize cash
flow, and reduce the risk of fraud.

❑

Small business lending : Disburse loan proceeds with speed and use
data to stay ahead of the competition.

❑

On-demand services : Onboard merchants and couriers at scale and
control fraud.

❑

Expense management software : Create travel and expense or
accounts payable solutions with flexibility and control.

❑

Media and online advertising : Streamline media buying and manage
reconciliation.

❑

Buy Now, Pay Later financing : Grow merchant relationships quickly
and enable borrowers to pay for purchases within minutes of
approval.

❑

Insurance : Settle insurance claims quickly, save time on
reconciliations.

❑

Online marketplaces : Streamline merchant payments and
accelerate drop shipping strategies.

Jason Gardner

US

2010
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•
Marqeta (NASDAQ:MQ) is card issuing platform that provides
infrastructure and tools to help companies build and manage
payment programs.
•
Values at $15B USD, Investors includes MasterCard, GS, Visa,
BRI Ventures.
•
Industry Solutions includes Digital Banking, Business lending,
BNPL, Insurance.
•
Notes growth of 350% in BNPL from Q2 2020 ➔Q2 2021
•
Projects Virtual Card business to touch $1T by 2022
•
Customers includes Uber, Afterpay, Klarna etc.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date

Size

Round

Jun 9, 2021

-

IPO

May 28, 2020

$150M

PE

Coatue

May 21, 2019

$260M

Series E

Coatue

Jun 5, 2018

$45M

Series D

ICONIQ

Product & Service Overview

Investor
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Source: https://www.marqeta.com/

Payments Spotlight : Nium
Product & Service Overview

Nium is a global financial services platform for payments to and from
around the world, delivered via bank accounts, cards and e-wallets.
Company Overview
CEO & Founder :
Headquarters:
Founded:

❑

Pay Out : Nium’s Global Financial Services Network taps
into the most advanced means to send money around
the world. Deliver to banks, cards and e-wallets in over
100 countries, most in real time.

❑

Pay In : Nium’s virtual accounts gives the ability to
accept funds locally in the most popular currencies from
anywhere in the world. Let customers pay locally while
user save on FX fees.

❑

Issue Cards: The world has shifted to card networks to
help manage global funds disbursement for expenses,
payments, loyalty rewards and more. Nium is rare
partner that can build card network all over the world.

❑

Banking As A Service: Nium’s Banking as a Service
allows to build end-to-end flow from and to a vast array
of countries through cards, banks and e-wallets – all
through one API.

Prajit Nanu
Singapore
2013

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•
Nium connects through Single API Platform for Pay In, Pay Out,
Card-Issuance, InstaReM, SingTel dash.
•
Collect and disburse funds in local currencies to over 100
countries, plus issue physical and virtual cards globally.
•
Unicorn: CB Rank 75, Fetched Series D in July 2021, Lead
Investors includes Rocket Internet, Temasek Holdings, Visa, BRI
Ventures etc.
•
New license privileges (from MAS) allows Nium’s payment
service capabilities to include account issuance, domestic
money transfers, merchant acquisition, and E-money issuance
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date

Size

Round

Investor

Jul 26, 2021

$200M

Series D

Riverwood Capital

Apr 20, 2021

$21M

PE

Temasek Holdings

Mar 18, 2019

$21M

Series C

Vertex Growth Fund

Nov 22, 2018

$20M

Series C

MDI Ventures
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CLOUD BANKING:
PLATFORMS AND
COMPARISON
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Cloud Banking Ecosystem
Cloud based, API driven open banking architectures enable FI’s to cut down on overall cost & time to market, streamline IT maintenance and enrich
customer experience by means of digital channels while offering enhanced suite of banking products and services
•

•

New Generation banking
platforms

•
•

•

Incumbent players with
Cloud banking platforms

•
•
•

•
•

Neo-banking platforms
•
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New generation cloud banking platforms are APIs driven cloud native and open banking
enabled solutions.
Microservice architecture allows seamless scale up via partnerships with external/third
party products and services.
FI’s can either choose to replace the legacy platforms entirely or perform a progressive
transition by selecting functions from the composable suites.
Also offer comprehensive set of products to cater treasury, payments, Retail/Wealth or
Corporate banking.

Modern breed of banking platforms combined with increasing regulatory scrutiny and
greater emphasis on customer experience has triggered transformation of legacy core
banking platforms.
Traditional players are upgrading core monolithic solutions to be APIs & microservices
driven cloud native platforms.
Powered by AI & Advanced data analytics functions.
Rich product offerings – Payments, Wealth mgmt., treasury services and Added advantage
of existing resources.
Digital-only institutions which entirely operate on online/mobile platforms covering banking
product stack.
Neo-bank platforms can be an integration of self built functions with partner services (e.g.
financial service providers, payment gateways, Cloud/Analytics infrastructure, API
partners).
Focus on the user engagement and experience via self service driven approach. Key
Players : Revolut, Monzo.

Key cloud banking platforms and propositions
New generation banking platforms use advanced array of open banking APIs and microservices to build or scale up
solutions in a swift & flexible manner
Platform

Key proposition
Composable banking - current accounts, loans, deposits, mortgages and
other financial products with a wide range of third-party services easily
integrated into the platform.
Thought machine VAULT – Allows Product configurations with customizable
workflow engine, APIs, Data and analytics, Developer SDK, Smart contracts
builder tools to customize retail banking products.

SaaS platform with banking and lending capabilities.
Omni-Channel Banking platform offering Digital sales, Digital banking Retail, Wealth & Corporate, Digital engagement & personalization, Data
driven & user sentiment-based recommendations.
Combining digital core banking solutions with specialized platform offering
KYC & Digital Assets services.

Provides cards & payments services with animated visualizations & insights
on customer spending.
Strong platform supporting lending workflows, credit analysis & enterprize
content management.

E2E lending, cards & payments services.
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Selected Client base

Selected partners

Neo Cloud Banking Platform Key Capabilities and Comparison
The products and services offered by the new generation banking platforms are highly parameterized as per the customer types & personas
Third-party partnerships are leveraged to offer additional customizable solutions
Business Offerings
Platform

Technical Features

Core Banking

Digital Sales

Cards

Lending

Payments

CRM &
Operations

Reporting









































































* - Omnichannel cloud-based platform
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Product
Transaction
Customization Monitoring

APIs

Microservices

AI

Data &
Analytics

Workflow
customization

SDK



































































































































































































Matured solutions



Yet to be fully matured

Insufficient information/Feature not available

Incumbent Cloud Banking Platforms Capabilities and Comparison
Conventional market players are scaling up, modernizing the platform and adopting API driven architecture while leveraging on their
existing suite of proven products, services and third party partnerships….
Platform

Key proposition
API first Cloud native & cloud agnostic platform combining banking products
& services with an innovation sandbox & self-service portals for the clients;
access to Temenos marketplace

Comprehensive suite of products & services coupled with Highly
componentized and parameterization driven architecture with extensive suite
of Open APIs

Open architecture enabling collaboration with third-party firms combined with
use of machine learning and natural language processing

Flexible platform running on microservices and APIs with customer
engagement tools & built-in analytics

Segregated suite of products integrated with APIs & third-party offerings;
emphasis on customer experience using responsive design
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Selected Client base

Selected partners

Incumbent Cloud Banking Platforms - continued
Incumbent product companies have comprehensive suite of existing offerings and advanced technical features which are combined with third party
partnerships to build fit for purpose solutions
Business Offerings
Platform

Technical Features

Core
Banking

Digital
Sales

Cards

Lending

Payments

CRM &
Operations

Reporting

Product
Transaction
Customization Monitoring

















































































APIs

Microservices

AI

Data &
Analytics

Workflow
customization

SDK





































































Matured solutions
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Yet to be fully matured

Insufficient information/Feature not available

Neo-Banking Platforms
These challenger digital only banks while not fully matured largely offer basic core banking solutions such as savings/current accounts and deposits
along with cards and payments with heavy focus on customer experience.
Platform

Key proposition

Selected Client base

Profile Summary

Neobank providing peer to peer multicurrency payment services with money management & spending
visualizations

Neobank offering multicurrency payments, phone & travel insurance, financial visibility and personalized
budgeting
Personal & Business digital banking with multicurrency accounts & payments services with intuitive tools &
reports

Digital accounts, cards & payments services with personalized financial analysis & budgeting
Business Offerings

Technical Features

Platform
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Technical Features

APIs

Microservices

AI

Data &
Analytics

Workflow
customization

SDK
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Payments
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Operations
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OPEN BANKING:
ECOSYSTEM AND
USECASES
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Open Banking Ecosystem and Roadmap
Open banking are building ‘plumbing’ for banking, allowing customers to share their banking data securely. The scope of open banking from being
data sharing for payments and accounts to sharing extended to other financial data such as pensions, mortgages in open finance enables entities to
offer wide range of services.

KEY OPEN BANKING FINTECH PLAYERS

UK Open Banking:
As of Dec ‘20, UK has 109 live to market open banking-enabled products

and services, delivering a broad range of benefits and outcomes to
consumers and SMEs.

Australia Open Banking:
Australia formulated Consumer data rights (CDR). From Jul ‘21, all banks

are mandated to share customer data with accredited data recipients post
customer consent.
Australia has invested in open finance as regulators see open banking as
Source: Adopted from Whitesight
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very limited.

Open Banking Building Block: APIs
APIs provide enterprizes avenues to innovate with rapid development. APIs also provide core infrastructure, services for simple integration and compliance

API Stack

Banking

API Services
CDP

API Platforms
Content
Communicate

Layer 2

Insurance

KYC

Shipping

SaaS

Mortgage

Commerce

API Infrastructure
Authentication

Layer 1

Data

Identity

Finance

Background

Chat

Integration

Messaging

Verification

Layer 2: API services are enabling enterprizes to transform
toward digitization more quickly. New areas to watch for include
APIs for banking, mortgages, insurance and commerce.
Layer 3: Organizations such as Stripe, twillo continue to build
more products using open APIs. New areas to watch for include
APIs for payroll, expense management, recurring payments,
embedded finance and fintechs.
Recent addition to UK’s open banking

Payments

Search

Layer 1: API infrastructure provides identity, integration and
automation. New areas to watch for include API for
passwordless, API from AML, API for data integration.

Video

An example product categories and companies within API stack
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Source: Adopted from forbes

Variable recurring payments: From Jan ‘22, third party providers
can initiate a series of payments for a customer at variable
amounts and intervals.
Variable recurring payment use cases include Intelligent
savings, Smart overdrafts, smart utility bill negotiation and
others.

Open Banking Payment Opportunity
Open banking is transforming payment sector considerably. There are several advantages of using open banking payments also known as account-toaccount payments avoiding costly network fees and other fees.
• Traditional payment processes has multiple fees associated
with it such as card network’s interchange fees, chargeback
fees, issuing service fee and acquiring service fees.
• Merchants usually pay 1.5% to 2% as transaction fees.
Chargeback frauds are frequent.
• Traditional payments require customer to hand in banking
details / card details for the transaction.
Traditional Payment system

Source: Traditional payment flow
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• Open banking payment lower the fees for all stake holders. Card
network’s interchange fees, chargeback fees are completely
avoided during the payment process.
• Merchants can avoid any chargebacks frauds as payments are
authenticated directly between consumers and their banks.
• The consumer never needs to hand in their banking details or
passwords.
Open Payment system

Source: Open banking payment flow
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